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About This Game

Welcome to the temple of motorcycles, the only digital garage that will allow you to discover, transform and test the world’s
fastest, most iconic and original vehicles.

The top of the range of the most famous brands will await you to compete against each other in a unique videogame and show
the world their full potential!

Over 170 bikes are the undisputed protagonists of the new chapter of this long-waited two-wheel racing game! Feel the
adrenaline rush through your veins and face the most dreadful bends with the passion and the boldness of a professional rider!
RIDE 2 will include the tracks of the wildest and most exciting races of all time! Country, City, GP, Road, Motard and Drag

race: challenge the toughest types of roads and leave a slipstream at every squeal of tyres!

THE BIKES
Over 170 bikes! Collect them all to create your own personal garage, choosing from the most powerful and iconic categories

and models (like the Nakeds and the Supersports).

THE TRACKS
Travel around the world in an unforgettable and extraordinary sequence of events: GP circuits, Country tracks and city tracks.

Over 30 tracks, including the legends of motorcycle racing like Nürburgring Nordschleife.

CUSTOMIZATION
Boost your bike by modifying 5 main areas:
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Engine

Brakes and suspension

Wheels

Transmission

Aesthetics

You have more than 20 different modifications available to you, including the brand-new race transmission, which enables
the installation of a fibreglass fairing made specifically for the most extreme races.

Customize your rider profile, their clothing (Street/Race/Supermoto) and riding style thanks to an advanced pose editor system!

GAME MODES
12 modes for a long-lasting, and above all fun, game experience!

Dart on the queen of tracks, Nürburgring, ride in the typical motorcross style, race along winding layouts, jumps, parabolic
curves and compete in special slaloms between traffic cones. But be careful! You must be really quick and precise if you want

to beat your opponents because when you ride, time won’t stop!

RIDE 2 IN A NUTSHELL

Over 170 bike models

New categories like the legendary Sport Bike 2 Strokes, the Supermotos and the Naked Café Racers

30 different tracks with different topographic features each

22 of the world’s most important motorcycle manufacturers

Over 1200 customisable parts and over 600 different liveries that you can use to transform a motorcycle for everyone
into YOUR own custom bike

New Social features and new Friends for a complete and fun game experience
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Title: Ride 2
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 SP1 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 8.1 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 850 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 640 / Radeon HD 6670 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 33 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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Do you like bikes , and realistic physics?
put it on realistic difficulty and disable the TCI and all this stuff for full experience
This is the best game out there about bikes

one minus thought , i would like to see an open world of this :\/
. Ride 2 is far from perfect, it has flaws with both the visuals and, more importantly, the AI. However, the AI isn't always bad
and it doesn't stop the game from being enjoyable. What helps the game is that it has such a huge roster of bikes, extensive
customization options and a variety of tracks and race types to experience.

\u21b3 PROS \u2193
\u25cf A huge number of bikes of different types to race with.
\u25cf Outstandingly varied customisation options.
\u25cf A large variety of races and tracks to experience.

\u21b3 CONS \u2193
\u25cf Aesthetically average at best.
\u25cf Bad AI that shows the game can't abide by the rules it creates.
\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u
2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2
800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u28007.5 \/ 10.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665multiplayer always Ride3 is bad too
. took 3 hours to finish and get all the bikes i wanted and few maps would pay 10 dollars or 15 but not 40
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